COLUMBIA, THE GEM OF THE OCEAN

By FLETCHER PRATT
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Open football is natural football to any
team equipped with a Sammy Baugh or
a Davey O'Brien. Jlpparently trapped
(at right) O'Brien got the ball away for
a long gain. (Below) The famed Baugh
whiplash delivery getting under way.
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COACH L. R. t:UTCH) MEYER
TEX.AS CHRISTI.JIN UNIVERSITY
With .RMOS MELTON
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COULDN'T have been more surthe field. The other is to have possession of the
leather anywhere on that field.
prised if a Pullman porter had
In the words of a famous American at Manila
turned to me and called me George.
Bay, the standing order to quarterbacks at
I was scouting a right-famous outfit,
say Midwestern University for the
T. C. U. is simply: "You may fire when ready."
That means any time, any place.
record. Down there doing battle on
the field, our future foe was a touchIt was in the T. C. U.-Baylor University
down to the bad. It was a big touchrumpus in 1935 that Samuel Adrian Baugh, now
down, because minutes were running
ace of the Washington Redskins, stood smack
out fast on Midwestern. Play after
against the white line in his own end zone. We
play, Midwestern kept blasting at the
were fourteen.points on the bright side and a
opposing tackles, slashing at the guards, and gener- safe-and-sane punt was indicated. But Sam saw
ally doing a very thorough job of noggin knocking. something in the Bear defense. He cut loose a bullet
Midwestern was making some knots too. But never pass that picked up forty good steps.
enough to get out of their own end of the field.
Sure, we've often tried a peg from our own end
"Gosh all jump up," I observed to my line coach, zone. But we don't advocate that kind of football as
Mike Brumbelow, who was helping me try to find a steady diet. No indeed. If a pair of young fellows
soft spots in Midwestern, "don't they pass even named Jack Odle and Glenn (Rusty) Cowart get
ahold of this piece, I hope they'll forget all about that
when they get behind?"
"Pass?" snapped the chief scout of another school, end-zone firing. Rusty and Jack? They are our
taking notes hard by. There was a full cargo of con- junior quarterbacks for 1939.
But I relate the incident as to when and where a
tempt for the idea in his tone. "Sure they'll pass,
but they haven't had a chance yet; they'll pass pass may be attempted for a purpose. I believe it
just as soon as they get out far enough to start demonstrates very well the difference in attitude our
neck of the football diggings holds toward the overthrowing."
This was the remark that occasioned my surprise. head and the sentiment elsewhere. The big point is
For in our system of applied ways and means of 'this:
In most parts of the Southwest, we look on the pass
advancing a pig pelt, only two things are necessary
to unlimber the bombers: One is to have a team on as a normal and integral part of our offense, not a

dangero~s maneuver to be used sparingly and in
faint hope.
A year or two ago, I was a member of a coachingschool faculty with some of the nationally famous
skippers. In his opening remarks on the passing
game, Bernie Bierman, of Minnesota, told the students frankly: "We use the forward pass as a threat.
It spreads the defense, holds the secondary back so
our runs can function."
When it came my turn to talk, I was equally frank.
"We use the forward pass," I said, "to gain
ground. If its use loosens the defense so that runs
will go, well and good. But primarily, when we wind
up and let go, our lone idea is to move that ball down
that football field."
.
In 1938, by the grace of the Great Spirit of the old
'l'ejas Indians and about as fine a bunch of young
footballers as a coach has gazed upon, we had an undefeated season. And throughout 1938 pass plays
were the safest things we tried. In eleven games, we
lost the ball only seven times on intercepted passes.
And we threw just 229 times. Over the same distance, we lost seventeen times on fumbles. Only
once in five tough seasons have we had a pass
swiped by the opposition for a touchdown. In one
of our three Santa Clara games, we had a fumble
bagged in mid-air for the same number of points.
I've come to sit back with some complacency when
we start a pass play.
(Continued on Paae 29)
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Mind you, I do not contend that a team can get out there and play catch all
afternoon. Many an enemy outfit, with a fast and
smart defense, will have you eating passes before
quitting time if you can't do anything but peg to
second base. You must be able to go places on the
ground too. But in our recent experiences passes
have been less dangerous and treacherous than
ground plays.
Leaving out the fumble, the uninvited guest, there
are three methods of gaining precious y31rds on a
white-lined field. They are runs, passes aiii.d punts.
We hold these three to be inevitable and of equal
importance.
You may be weak in one of the big three and scratch
by for a spell-as we did in 1937, when we lost about
twenty paces on every exchange of kicks. But not for
long. You must be equipped to do lots of things if you
expect to keep moving against the wide variety of defenses the boys are cooking up these days. But the
pass, a wayward orphan in most football families, is
just as important as the running or kicking.
(Melton, fresh from the bench, reporting to the
referee for the Dutchman: Dutch Meyer's discussion
of well-rounded offense brings up some interesting
statistics on that 1938 T. C. U. team which won
eleven straight, including the Sugar Bowl engagement with Carnegie Tech, and which piled up 269
points to 60. For instance, the Meyermen piled up
1883 yards on 125 completed passes. But at the same
time, they devoured 2074 yards on run plays.)
It certainly was fortunate that we had boys who
could run, pass and punt. For I guess we looked at
the most weird assortment of defenses one team has
been called upon to gain against. I recall that cockeyed five-man line of Coach Curtis Parker; of Centenary; Paddy Driscoll's "marble defense" - a sixone-three-one; Vic Hurt's staggered secondary at
Tulsa, and D. X. Bible's rugged six-three-two.
That University of Texas defense, with six smart
forwards rushing hard, three tight line backers and
two very deep backs, put the damper on our smashes
and long passes for a while. But the short, cut-back
passes did the business-28 points' worth finally. In
the course of eleven games, we looked at almost as
many defenses. But, fortunately, we always found
some one thing that would gain ground. The necessity
of a well-rounded offense is becoming more obvious
- every season.

Where Weather Makes the Game

S

PEAKING of being fortunate brings us to passers.
Up in Philadelphia last fall, little Robert David
O'Brien stood down there under the floodlights of
the fine Temple University Stadium and threw footballs. In about eight minutes of the second quarter,
he scored three home-run shots against Pop Warner's
Owls.
"'Tain't right," muttered a radio technician in the
press box who didn't suspect that I like to watch first
halves from high up and was sitting there all a-dither.
"This Coach Meyer is blind lucky. First he comes
up with that Sammy Baugh, and now this O'Brien.
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Is he loaded with horseshoes or is he loaded with
horseshoes? ''
I plead guilty. Any coach who can come up with a
pair like Sam and Dave in a lifetime, much less a
four-year span, has to have a rabbit's paw in both
hind pockets. They were tops as collegiate passers
in their senior years. But there was a little more to
it than that.
I doubt if Dave, with his .150 pounds, could have
played regularly on many teams outside the Southwest. He is a top hand in all departments, as fans of
the Philadelphia Eagles will discover this fall. But
many coaches would have hesitated because of his
size, which would have been of little value in a pure
smashing game. It is likely that both Baugh and
O'Brien reached full flower as footballers because of
their time and place- not because they played on our
teams necessarily, but because they played in our
section.
The passing game is far more developed in our
region than in most others. All our teams have a
reputation for "open football ." To us, it isn't especially open. It's natural football. But we're often
asked how come.
There have been many factors in the evolution of
the passing game in our section. A very important
one, usually overlooked, is the
weather. Temperature and moisture
conditions are of first importance.
It is not until late November that
we have anything like the general
conception of "football weather." In
fact, for about the first halves of our
schedules, fans turn out in shirt
sleeves, and some of the Saturday
afternoons are so hot the players can
hardly stand their pads. In the 1938
season, we played a game with the
University of Arkansas at Fort Worth
with the temperature at 101. The
next week end in Philadelphia, in a
night game, the mercury stood at
forty-five and we were numb and
chilled on the bench.
The warm weather affects our play
without a doubt. On a blistering
October Saturday, when the chain
line is so hot in the sun it will sear
your fingers, there are few of our
squads -large enough to spend the entire afternoon bumping heads. While
our pass plays are certainly not rest
periods, they are generally easier on
most of the team than the battering
smashes or long sweeps. A passing
team will be much fresher at half
time than one that runs every down
no matter what its physical condition- at least down in our part of the
country in early or midseason.
Too, firm footing and a dry ball
that can be handled, thrown and
caught, naturally help the passing
game. I've seen pictures of Northern

and Eastern teams working in snow and sleet as early
as the first week in O_ctober. During our 1938 season,
the only drill we held in rain or cold was in Philadelphia, and not one game was played under adverse
conditions. In that, of course, we were very fortunate. For a team that must drill in the wet and cold
has little chance to do much with the pass. A passer
with numb fingers can ruin you on a single play.
Eleven Months' Practice Helps .Rny Eleven

ALONG the weather line, we get a class of boy accustomed to throwing and catching things most
of the year. Almost all of our young Texans are baseball enthusiasts. They play catch with a football or
baseball eleven months out of the twelve. Impromptu
throwing and grabbing games go on on our campus
almost all the time, and so mild was the 1939 winter
that the fun was in full cry even in January.
"How in the world do you get such passers and
receivers?" is an old familiar·question. Mostly, they
just come along. Although someday I'll probably
be penalized half the distance to the goal for doing
it, I like to pull the gag about our tryouts.
"We hear of a good boy in the depths of a little
community," I yarn.
(Continued on Page 86)
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"Beli e ve th a t you haue and you
h av e it," said a Roman Dale
Carn e gie, from wh o m Texas
Christian borrowed the motto
for its stadium. Believe it
o r not, Davey 0' Brien had it.
Winning hands, O'Brien'.s and
(on the left) that of Jack Odle,
being groomed to replace him.
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"He's been a wow with the ladies
ever since that explorer gave him an Arrow Tie!"
• Nothing looks so well on a male chest as an Arrow Tie. Arrows have
swell patterns you'll never tire of. They are bias-cut for perfect knotting and wrinkle-resisting. And they are made of fabrics you get only
in costly ties. Get some at your Arrow dealer's. $1.00 and $1.50.

ARROW- TIES
As Outstanding as Arr~w Shirts
Made by Cluett, Peabody & Co ., foe.

"We decide to go out and give him a
trial. Posting the lad on the running
board of a fast automobile, we hand
him a football and take off across the
near-by prairie. Ere long, we jump a
big Texas jack rabbit. With car and
rabbit going their best, we test the
youngster. To try his short shots, we
order him to aim for the left eye. To
test his longer range, we instruct him
to bid for the left ear. Hits on the right
side of the head or other parts of the
jack's a,natomy don't count. If -the
candidate gets enough good marks, we
bring him in for more proving on the
practice field."
.
There's about as much truth in it as
there is in a coach's golfing score. But
we do hear of and constantly see promising young passers in action. They
compete in games of Texas' fine Interscholastic League, probably the world's
larg·est football association and a whole
story in itself. We get to see these lads
under pressure, for our high-school
teams throw the ball around about as
much as the larger outfits.
I do not believe that many great
passers have been made. Of course,
they are polished and drilled, but few
get far unless they have that natural
inclination and knack of throwing. We
don't get all the boys we believe do
possess the fundamentals-not by a
jugful. Many schools from as far away
as Washington and Georgia have a
great liking for Texas high-schoolers.
The competition is stiff enough in our
own loop. But we're mighty thankful
for those who do decide to play their
football at T. C. U.
In this connection, I'm often asked
who we'll come up with next. Baugh
in 1936 and O'Brien in 1938 made national reputations as pitchers in football. There is neither time nor space
here to enter into the friendly dispute
as to which was the greater. Both had
their strong points and minor weaknesses. They'll play against each other
for the first time this fall in the professional league. But with the BaughO'Brien tradition established, fans figure that we should have another about
1940. Naturally, we hope so.
Sharpshooting Prospects

Model

2225

Barclay Last
In both Black and
Brown Calf.

You'll finish the day as foot-refreshed and
energetic as when you left home in the morning . . . in these smart looking Massagic
Shoes. The foot-massaging and resilient air
cushion keeps your step elastic and buoy-
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FOOT-MASSAGING

At this writing, I put the finger on
this lad Jack Odle (pronounced 0-dl
with accent on long 0) as our next
"great." He comes from McKinney,
Texas, and has as much· natural ability
as any youngster we've had in some
time. He's tall, has a fine pair of hands
and can shoot that football. Too, he's a
very promising punter and runner.
While Odle looks like the man, we
ha.:e another youngster who may make
his name in the passing business. He is
Glenn Cowart, whomadeusrighthappy
in spring training. He's especially effective on short shots and can also scat
on the ground. Strangely enough, the
tall Odle looks and acts a great deal
like Baugh, while Cowart is of the
O'Brien mold. Glenn also comes from
Dallas, as O'Brien did. Naturally, I
frequently petition the football gods
that one or both will be as good as their
prototypes. Both are juniors with two
more seasons of competition.
(Melton for Meyer, for a short pass:
The coach is a modest man. There is no
question but that boys like Baugh,
O'Brien, Odle and Cowart had the
makings from the start. But only those

close to the T. C. U. teams can testify
to the long and tedious hours of work
and instruction they received. No matter what fine raw material comes to
him, give a great deal of credit for those
fine passers to Dutch Meyer's enthusiasm and knowledge of the passing
game.)
In the final analysis, great passers, as
all other great gridders for that matter,
have a great deal to do with making
themselves. We encourage every boy
to perfect himself in his specialty on his
own time-before or after practice and
during the summer holidays. The yarn
is told how Sam Baugh used to lug
home a football to Sweetwater during
the summers and spend hours throwing
it through an old tire suspended in his
back yard. While partially apocryphal,
it gives the general idea.
Why Unorthodox?

We are frequently accused of overdoing passing. I maintain it isn't overemphasis. It's simply a question of
bringing up the aerial assault to the
same effective standard as the land attack.
I shudder to think what that great
Carnegie Tech team might have done
to us in the Sugar Bowl game of January second had they possessed a short
passing attack to go with that powerhouse running. The only shots they
showed us that afternoon were long
forty-yarders. And one hit perfectly
for their touchdown. Not once did
they throw short over the middle or
into the fl.at zones.
Dr. Edward Baker, scholarly assistant to genial Bill Kern at Carnegie,
called us unorthodox in an interview
after the game. He pointed out that it
is hard to set a defense for a team that
plays such liberal football. He's dead
right about that. Any team that will
try anything, even if equipped with inferior man power, can give you a very
trying afternoon. But what we can't
understand is how short passes, shovels
and trap plays are necessarily unorthodox.
Of course, you can go right on doing
what the enemy expects-drive, sweep
and long pass. But in football war,
surprise i:s a very valuable weapon. To
keep doing the obvious is comparable
to taking a taxi when there's an airliner ready and waiting.
,. What are the essentials of a good
passing game? I believe they are three :
The passer, the receivers and the protection for the passer. The skyway
motor fails when any one of the three is
off pitch. A chapter could be written on
each.
The pitcher is the factor most fans
and critics see. And he usually gets
credit for success or failure. He may be
only partially responsible in each instance.
·
What are the requisites of a good
passer? They are both physical and
temperamental. Time was when we
were agreed that height was an essential on the physical side. We didn't believe that a little fellow had much
chance of getting his shots over the
hands of big linemen, even if he could
see what was going on downfield. Then
along came O'Brien.
Dave stands only five feet, seven
inches. But his record as a passer is
better than that of six-foot, two-inch
( Continued on Page 88)
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".How does anybody know it's a
Chinaman?" I says. "A Chinaman's
a Chinaman."
"Aw, you talk like a detective," he
says. " Listen," he says. "I've seen
them in hundreds, before you begun to
shave-guys as blond as Swedes; they
float around awhile, and when you get
them out they're like an old meerschaum pipe. Don't tell me," he says.
"This phony Chinaman of yours could
be a Norwegian, or he could be a Finn,
or he could very well be a German.
How big a man was he?" he says.
I looked at the card and told him
five foot six.
"It's remarkable how they shrink,"
he says. "I've knowed them to shrink
over ten inches. How was this party
dressed?" he says.
I told him in a union suit.
"Now, ain't that funny?" he says,
looking up at the ceiling and rubbing
his chin. "You know, we had an officer
around here once that was a confirmed
union-suit user, absolutely swore by
them. Let me see," he says. "Otto
Moogers, I think his name was." .
" You wouldn't do such a thing," I
says. "You couldn't."
"Oh, wouldn't I?" he says. "I
couldn't, huh? Listen," he says, and
he commenced to fry, "I'm going to
get that big Dutch carp and that
Toolan, if it's the last thing I do in this
life. Be a detective, would he? " he
says. •·•Get _this," he says: "I ain't
only going to identify the late Patrolman Moogers, I'm going to bury him.
Then let him come back," he says.
"Toolan can sign him on under the
name of Sherlock Lazarus."
"It's bound to boomerang," I says.
"You '11 blow your chance for chief."
"Let it boomerang," he says, "and
as for chief, you know I couldn't clear
that arithmetic in fifteen million
bloody years. I can get a job as guard
at the First National. This here'll be
my last official act," he says. Then he
told me to call the papers and say he'd
have a story ready for them at nine
sharp, and after that to call Porky Messenger and tell him full steam ahead on
that tombstone, and then he flung out
of the building.
In a town this size there just ain't
nothing a police captain, if he's good
and if he wants to hard enough, can't
do. He knows everybody in the key
spots, and them he ain't done favors
for he's got something on. I can't tell
you exactly what Hickey done that
night, because I wasn't along and I
ain't no detective; but I guessO'Rourke,
the coroner, being his own nephew,
didn't hinder things none. If a perfect
stranger' d come to town the next morning he could have read in the papers
about Moogers' body being found; he
could have seen the death certificate
at the Health Department. If he'd
asked the two cops on the police launch
about pulling him out, they'd have
said, why, yes; and at the morgue
they'd have told him the remains was
up at Millspaugh, the undertaker's.
The papers also carried half an inch
about an unidentified Chinaman that
was on file in case anybody wanted to
claim him, but you'd have had to look
at the bottom of the real-estate news.
Millspaugh takes care of all police
business, so he was glad to turn his
parlors over to Hickey for the services
that was held next morning and lend
him all - the fixings. To really do
Moogers up brown, Hickey'd decided
to cremate him directly the services
was over. Besides saving wear and
tear on Millspaugh's casket, getting
lowered into the ground and dirtied up
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by the gravediggers and so forth, this'd the band got through its miseries he
block off any smartenbeimers like de- started to read it.
tectives that might open it up later
"My friends," he says, "I'm sinand find it empty.
cerely sorry you couldn't view the reWell, I told Hickey it was going to mains. In spite of what the hand of
boomerang, and right away some bad Nature wrought, there was a beautiful
stuff started to happen. Moogers'd expression of peace on the ·face of our
been raised a Lutheran, and Pastor beloved comrade - - "
Schumacher called up and asked if he
He'd got only that far when there
could conduct the services. Hickey' d was a scuffle in the back of the parlors
forgot about the Protestant thing of it and a whoop you couldn't mistake in a
don't make no difference if you do million years, and down the aisle come
bump yourself off, and he didn't feel our beloved comrade, waving a big
too good after talking such a· nice guy brown envelope. To tell you the truth,
as the pastor out of it. Moogers being I wasn't much surprised: all that fua suicide, he didn't rate an inspector's neral needed was the corpse running
funeral, of course, but Hickey had the loose around the joint, and now it had
band out with crape dripping off of that.
their drums, and that was a mistake,
"Captain, I been looking for you
too, because it picked up kids like a everywhere!" Moogers hollered. "But
circus parade. He'd announced the I got them!" he says, waving the enfuneral as strictly private, but when velope. "I got them even if I did have
the corteege come to the funeral par- to marry her!"
lors he got another nasty jar. You'd
He couldn't explain no fuller because
have thought J. T. Kitzmiller was one of the dandiest little twentydead.
minute riots you ever seen busted out
It was even worse when he got just then and he had to postpone his
inside the parlor. He didn't mind fool- remarks. I'd say the women was the
ing the three intendeds and all them worst, though the racket guys tossing
racket heels, but a whole lot of legits'd them funeral chairs and rubber plants
turned up, and Needle-nose Natwick, wasn't bad, either, and the orphans
the super of the orphan asylum, must have remembered their outing for
brought a picked mob of little orphans · a long time. But all things come to an
to see their old grad planted.
end and we finally got Hickey and
Moogers being in the water so long, Moogers out with nothing worse than
the idea was he wasn't too presentable a few lumps and lacerations. Millsto his public, so the box lid was paugh lost his plate glass, and it had
screwed down tight. Hickey got away to come out of the burial fund.
with that one except among the pallIt didn't take Moogers no more
bearers, who was all the regulars from than four seconds to square himself
the rummy game.
with Hickey because tliat big brown
After they brought the box in and envelope had papers in it, and them
set it among the flowers, Bazzoffo, that papers was the next day's chief-ofwas head pallbearer, sidled up to me police exams. Where he'd been all this
time was up to the capital, prying
.----------~~~ --=i--- them oose from little Eyesore that
worked in the State House. She was
good and mad at him and wouldn't
hand over till he married her.
Well, I'd just took off my coat and
started to tackle the arithmetic paper
when we got a flash from the Police
Commission that there'd be no chief's
exams after all. Old John Blaney'd
decided at the last minute to stay in
the job another year and they decided
to let him. So you might think all
Moogers' fine work was no avail. But
don't forget, there'll be the exams next
year. At first Moogers was for the wife
staying on in her job, but she thought
it'd be simpler to let her girl friends in ·
the Civil Service Administration stay
on in theirs, and guess who won.
"It's a little dif~
ficult at first."
A thing that did come out of it,
though, was Moogers give us all a terrific sensation by sailing through the
sergeants' exams with flying colors.
and whispered: "What is this, lieu- You wouldn't know him now. No
tenant? I've pallbeared before, and more monkeyshines and no more
they always rattle around a little when transfusions; he's the steadiest, hardestyou're shifting them. But poor Otto working roundsman we got.
didn't give nary a rattle," he says.
The only thing to remind him of his
"The captain's orders to Mills- early life is the tombstone the racket
paugh," I says, "was to tape him down guys put up for. Being in a rush, they
securely.''
had to take the one job Fensterbach,
"I see," he says. "Then he must the marble cutter, had on hand that
.have done a lot of worrying in that come anywhere near what they wanted .
river," he says, "to make him lose all There'd been a competition for the
that weight."
county Spanish-American War Veter"Take your post," I says, and went ans' Memorial, and Fensterbach'd also
to look for Hickey. He was sweating ran, so the racket guys paid cash for
behind some rubber plants while our it. After Moogers done his Lazarus,
band was favoring with some extra- they were sore and dumped it in his
sour music.
back yard one night. There it sets with
"I didn't expect nothing like this," his name on it under a whole lot of
he says.
large men in Good-by, Dolly Gray
"Well," I says, "you can't give them uniforms. The battle honors that Fen- .
a rain check now. Get out there and sterbach didn't have time to chip off
throw them your sinker," I says, is still there in the stone, along with
and pushed him on.
Moogers' moniker.
Hickey's trying to break in a couple
He had a speech one of the reporters, O'Hara, wrote him, and as soon as of good fools.
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~woorlie Cffkwor?
The urge to smoke a pipe is like the urge
to go fishing. Every man harbors the hankering. But many put it off because of a
vague sense of "not knowing the ropes."
Gentlemen, Kaywoodie makes it easy. Kaywoodie possesses two uncommon advantages which simplify startin_g, and assure be-·
ginners of a rich reward-(1) Kaywoodie's
smoke is actually cooler than mouth temperature I - -never hot or irritating (2) the
smoke is dry - free from bitter juices.
Better briar and the "Drinkless" device
account for this. So put this pleasure in your
life. Get to know the Kaywoodie fla:vor.
Your dealer will give you Kaywoodie's
booklet of helpful information, ·or write
Kaywoodie Company. Shown above, actual
size, No. 76B.
This shows the "prime cut"
seccioo of a large, mature briar
burl-the ooly pare chat contains briar of possible Kaywoodie quality.

Other Kaywoodie Pipes
Carburetor Kaywoodie $4, Super Grain $5
Gale Kaywoodie $5, Flame Grain $10
Meerschaum-Briar $12.so
Matched Grain Sets $100 to $1,000
Among all pipes Kaywoodie was selected for rhe
Westinghouse Time Capsule at the N. Y. World's Fair.

KAYWOODIE COMPANY
Rockefeller Center, New York and London
COPR. 1939 KAYWOODIE COMPANY
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Smooth Shave Fi
I ts the 1ttJta,,aL fllUjli of the

KNAPP SH.AVER
that sparks your enthusiasm
F. E. Heckel, Grafton,
North Dakota, writes: "I like the KNAPP

SHA VER better than any I have ever used
and that includes three popular makes. It not
only gives a close shave, but does it without
even a suspicion of .skin irritation."
Thousands of young men and veteran
shavers are writing in, amazed at how
speedily the unique two-in-one shaving head
of the KNAPP SHAVER glides through
coarse or fine beards, quick, close, the first
time. No skin "burn." Try a KNAPP
Natural Angle SHAVER, today. Feel your
face. Decide by the shave you get!

No Other Shaver Like It
Natural Shaving Angle. You hold the
1 KNAPP
SHA VER just as you are used
to holding your blade razor, naturally.

Two Sizes of Cutting Slots in one
2 shaving
head for coarse or fine beards.
Shaving head is instantly reversible.
Non-clogging. No setscrew to adjust.
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( Continued from Page 86 )
But the most important thing in
Baugh, rating both as seniors. Of passing, after the mechanics, is the
course, they played on different teams sense of anticipation. It is the happy
and it may not be fair to compare their faculty of judging to the exact moment
records. But O'Brien proved beyond when a receiver will break clear of a dedoubt that a good little man can also fensive back. Anticipation involves not
get the job done. I don't say height isn't only judgment but instinct. It's a very
helpful. It certainly is But it isn't delicate business.
essential. There are still more imporBoth Baugh and O'Brien have anticitant things. One of these is hands. pation down to a fine point. Baugh
Large hands, quick and s:upple are per- gave one of the greatest exhibitions of
haps. a passer's biggest asset. O'Brien this in one of our Conference games in
had the largest paws for such a little 1936. That afternoon he must have
fellow I've ever seen. Baugh's long- completed a dozen passes to receivers
fingered hands were perfect for the pass- who were only a half step ahead of deing business. We've had some boys who fending players. So perfect was the
failed to make the grade because they anticipation of time and place that
couldn't grip the ball correctly. Good the defenders might just as well have
passers handle a football almost as well been in the press box as that half step
as some folks handle baseballs.
behind.
A passer must be able to do many
things besides throw. He must be able
The Leather Snatcher's .llrt.
to maneuver behind the line, and that
calls for agility. Both O'Brien and
All our passers have been accused
Baugh threw many passes after they of throwing bullets- line-drive shots
had ducked away from or had actually that are extremely hard to handle. But
been contacted by rushers. Many of this is not necessarily true. We use sevthese shots went for touchdowns.
eral kinds of tosses and our most lethal
In the last Sugar Bowl game, Dave shots, the ones that have scored the
gave a good demonstration of this. The most points, have been "loft shots."
Skibos had a fine pair of ends and the Both Baugh and O'Brien used these
left wing man, . Karl Striegel, was one lobs. Their use depends on the type
of the toughest rushers we hit all year. of play called and the receivers' posiUntil he was injured, he came back on tions.
O'Brien like a shot on every pass play.
Passes into the flat zones or quick
Several times he eluded our blockers. over the line when there are no deAt least twice Dave ducked entirely fenders between pitcher and catcher
under his arms, side-stepped and got call for bullets. These are hard to interaway good passes. A good thrower must cept and reach their destination in a
be able to do this by instinct. It isn't flash, as this type of play requires. We
so easy as it sounds.
use the "loft" on some of the longer
I prefer a definite style of throwing. plays when there are likely to be deAfter receiving the ball from .c enter, fenders between thrower and receivers.
the chucker drops back just a step or
O'Brien was a master lofter in 1938.
so to a "passing pocket." During this Many of the t wenty touchdown heaves
preliminary move, the ball is held higll..Jie turned loose last season were of this
against the ch est in both hands. nature. This calls for a fine sense of anNeither the step·s nor the handling of ticipa tion, for the ball must be dropped
the ball should call for any concentra- just at the spot where the receiver
tion by the player. He devotes his en- will be.
tire attention to what is going on downFully as important as the passer in
field. When the moment of throwing the overhead game are the receivers.
comes, I like a quick snap toss from They seldom get the credit they dethe region of the ear, wi~h the ball al- serve, for they play a much bigger part
ways held high during the motion.
than most fans realize. The standout
leather snatcher must combine the art
of John Barrymore, Jesse Owens and
.fl Great .llnticipator
Gabby Hartnett. In short, he must
Windup throwers are an abomina- be a consummate actor, runner and
tion. Boys who must drop the ball · catcher.
_
down around the waistline and come
The Thespian element is very imporup behind in a long arc to get cocked tant. The ability to fake a defensive
seldom succeed. This windup is just too player means the difference between a
slow. It takes up precious time when completion and a miss. In the 1939
split seconds count.
Sugar Bowl rumpus, I don't remember
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SOMETHING SIMPLE •••
Just open a lovely new Table Jar of spicy
Underwood Deviled Ham, trot out a plate
of crackers . . . and let the guests spread
their own. Add a pot of piping hot coffee
-and you've made a hit with everyone!
Sandwiches are simple and everybody likes
'em made with Underwood Deviled Ham.
Spread it plain-or add cheese spread, peanut butter, mayonnaise, crushed pineapple
or minced pickle for a change. Delicious!
Fine ham and delicately blended spices that's all there is in Underwood Deviled
Ham. Just try its exquisite flavor and see
how smoothly it spreads. Order a supply now.
FRE E:" Fine Foods," colorfu l new booklet,
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a single maneuver pass thrown by Carnegie Tech. In fact, we have found few
of them outside the Southwest.
By "maneuver pass" we mean that
the receivers, going downfield, put on a
variety of acts calculated to deceive the
defense. Sometimes they bear straight
down on a defensive back with every
apparent intention of running by him
at top speed. They then stop cold, turn
and come back several steps to receive
the ball before the defender can recover
and get up. This is very effective
against defensive men determined not
to let receivers get behind them. Sometimes the receivers will fake out and
cut in sharply. Other times they will
fake a fake and go straight ahead at
top .clip. They do "swing arounds" in
which they completely reverse directions or double reverse directions with
quick movements. In short, it's almost
basketball on the football field and the
acting must be good. The faking is done
with eyes, head and body.
We've had some budding Barrymores on our ends and wing backs in recent years. Charlie Williams, a senior
in 1939, is one of the best in this direction. When Charlie is in form, it's hard
to tell if he's going down to catch a pass
or heading for the bench to get a drink
of water. He is a magnificent deceiver.
Speed, of course, is important. But a
variety of speeds, rather than straightaway wind burning, is more helpful. A
change of pace is confusing to the defensive man; sudden bursts may catch
him dozing.
We still get a kick out of what one of
the Carnegie Tech backs told an end in
the New Orleans scrap. After watching
this wing man come down several times
on pass plays, the defender growled:
" Cripes, boy, can't you make up
your mind where you're going? Settle
down and light someplace where I can
watch you!"
But no matter how good the passer
and how efficient the receivers, all is
lost without protection for the pitcher.
No play ever invented, no delicate
maneuver by any receiver, ever went
for yards if the rushing enemy linemen
were sitting in the passer's front parlor.
In the years we had Baugh and
O'Brien, I can hardly recall a game in
which the enemy didn't propose to stop
our-passing game with rushing. I can.'t
think of a better way to handcuff a
bombing attack.
Relieving the Pressure

r

!

But the records will show that we
have seldom been hurt by blind, hard
rushing. Of course, we've had some
troubles. We had plenty in the New
Orleans game with Carnegie's smart\
defense. But we've never been completely rushed out of a passing attack.
We've been caught for losses occasion::\,lly; sometimes because receivers
couldn't get open. In such situations
we prefer to hold the ball and take our
loss rather than try a dangerous and
wild pass. For passing can't be guesswork.
There are many ways of taking the
pressure off the passer. The best, naturally, is a strong running game, with
trap plays to discourage headlong rushing. Another is the shovel pass, which
was a deciding factor for us against
Carnegie Tech. The shovel, a combination of a run and a pass play, may become even more popular under the new
rule change which makes the penalty
for a toss striking a lineman only fifteen
yards instead of loss of the ball. Under
the terrific rushing by ends the shovel
is a potent weapon, for the defending
wing men actually rush themselves out
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of the play, making blocking unnecessary.
Fundamentally, however, a passer
must be protected by plain plan and
power. That's what we try to do. There
are many approved methods of line
blocking.
I have what some experts consider
novel ideas about the blocking of rushing ends. Unless necessary because a
defender gets to his assigned spot late,
I do not advocate a full, or "for keeps,"
block. By keeping their feet and balance, men pulling back from the middle
of the line can shoulder the straight
charger completely and harmlessly by
the passing pocket. The rushers contribute to the block with their own
momentum. This push-by block is the
reason so many T. C. U. passers seem
entirely surrounded by defenders when
throwing. Actually, the rushers have
been pushed beyond the thrower with
the aid of their own charge.
.ll Job for Every Man

We make our protection as flexible
as possible. If we can't handle a situation one way, we change up and try
another. The Sugar Bowl game furnished a "for instance." Ted Fisher, a
whirlwind right end, was coming back
so fast and straight that Ki Aldrich,
our fine center, had trouble getting to
him in time. So between plays Ki simply traded assignments with Bud Taylor, our defensive left guard. Taylor,
closer to the line of invasion, could get
to Fisher faster. It worked very well.
The straight hard rushers are not the
tough ones to handle. They're easily
blocked if the protector arrives in time.
The really tough baby is the smart end,
who is faking and changing his attack
with. each play.
We were amused at one writer's comment on tlie Carnegie game. This critic
reported that "apparently, every man
on the Purple team had a definite assignment on every pass play." He expressed surprise that even the linemen
should have definite jobs. It's more
than apparent on our teams. When we
start a pass play, every player, back
and lineman has a very definite task.
Each must do that job if we are going
to get anywhere.
These are the components of a good ·
passing game: The pitcher, receivers,
and screen behind which the thrower
can successfully operate. A weakness in
any of the three may be fatal to a sustained overhead assault. For in throwing, as in all football these days, very
small things are the difference.
(Melton, in one last run for Meyer:
The Dutchman rather lightly dismisses the tough job of welding the
parts into a whole. At the assembly
line, Meyer has become a recognized
expert. As Coach Homer Norton, of the
Texas Aggies, puts it: "Any team with
those T. C. U. passing patterns could
complete at least half its tosses every
game." When he came up with Baugh
and O'Brien in a row, Dutch really dug
in to the scientific byways of the passing phase. As a result, his teams are
equipped with what many experts believe to be the most subtle pass plays
in the land.)
We're often asked how the smallest
school in our league can do so well in a
game that calls for man power. Our
student body runs around 1500, of
whom only about 700 are boys. But
season after season the lads in the plain
Purple uniforms have more than held
their own against some of the nation's
toughest clubs.
Since entering the Southwest Conference in 1923, Frog football teams
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have played 171 games, competing in hard for Walter to do well that he
as many as thirteen in one season. They would pack the captain's helmet around
have won the fine total of 122 games, and work over him at the halves. He
lost 34 and tied 15. They won the wanted Walter in every play, al though
Southwest Conference title in 1929, the better Roach went, the · slighter
chance Needham had of playing. Ch:;i,r1932 and 1938.
In one of the toughest loops in the lie always has boasted that he made
land, T. C. U. has rarely finished be- an All-Conference man out of Roach
low third place and was a hot second by pushing him so hard for a starting
post.
in 1935, 1936 and 1937.
It's the same throughout our squad
There are many reasons for this record. Coaching definitely is not of first every season. The smaller schools have
importance. The teams have done well it over the larger ones in many ways
no matter who coached them. Some of in football.
Another reason for our success in
those clubs have made coaches, instead
of the co;whes making them. Probably football has been the enthusiastic support of our fans. Such men as Publisher
that applies to me most of all.
Football tradition, of course, counts Amon Carter and Dr. Webb Walker
for much. Then I can't help giving one back us to the limit every way. They're
loud cheer for the kind of boys we our fans and we're their team. They
have-Texans. They are nearly all follow us by special train all over the
Texas boys from near-by towns. We country. In 1930 they built us as fine
haven't had a dozen foreigners-lads a stadium as the Southwest boasts, and
from Arkansas and Oklahoma-in as they carry on year after year.
many years. Of the eleven starters on
But it suddenly occurs to me that,
last year's team, every one was a native by the time this reaches the newsstands,
Texan.
we may not be going so well-that
We might note that Texas lads also one of you customers may rise in the
reach the top in other sports. In golf, grandstand to remark: "It's mighty
for instance, Ralph Guldahl, of Dallas, nice of you to tell us all about the seand Byron Nelson, of Fort Worth, to- cret of your success, Mr. Meyer, and
gether have won the last three National now maybe you'll tell us why your
Open titles in a row.
Frogs are taking such a shellacking this
At the risk of being called sopho- season."
moric, I must report that T. C. U.
It's true that with Davey O'Brien,
squads have an esprit de corps rarely Ki Aldrich, I. B. Hale, Allie White,
found elsewhere. In our small school Forrest Kline and Johnny Hall gone,
tht:i boys live together, work together this year we are going to have to be
and play together. Each knows all the very lucky Frogs to do anything like as
others and the coach intimately. It well as we did in 1938.
makes a difference. All the boys get
Even with such passers as Odle and
•the same treatment, whether third- Cowart, and such good all-around backs
string tackle or All-American quarter- as Connie Sparks and Earl Clark. No
back. They battle one another bitterly champion ever has repeated in the
for places on the starting team. But Southwest Conference.
when battle begins with an enemy,
There is one guaranty I will make,
they band together like the traditional though. Whatever we do or don't do
for the record books these· Saturday
Irish family.
In 1936 we had a big end named afternoons when the battle's joined,
Charlie Needham. He was a good boy, when the green turf flies, the Horned
but had the misfortune to be playing Frogs from Fort Worth will pass, pass,
behind our captain, Walter Roach, now pass-from here and there and everyour freshman coach. Charlie pulled so where!
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I'M ALWAYS ON THE SPOT
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HE villain of the football drama is the Referee. He is paid off
in boos and razzberries. The right .spot for him is a hot spot.
Yet Red Friesen thinks refereeing is fun, and tells you why in the
October fourteenth issue of the Post.
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QUESTION:
How can I earn $25.00 in the next thirty days?

ANSWER:
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By return mail I'll give you an amazing offer
under which you can earn up to $1.50 an hour,
along with all necessary supplies.
Address: M. E. Nichols, Manager of Agents,
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214 Independence Square, Philadelphia, Penna.
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contents-the explosive charge-thus
get all the increase in the size of the
shell. Since the object under consideration is roughly a cylinder, the bursting
charge thus increases relative to the
square of the weight of the shell.
Square the 1400 pounds of a 14-inch
shell and the result is a reference figure
of 1,960,000. Square the 2100 pounds
of a 16-inch and the comparative reference figure is 4,410,000. Twelve 14inch shells thus give a total punch of
23,520,000 in this system of reference
figures; eight 16-inch deliver 35,280,000. Thus Colorado's battery is superior to California's by 3 to 2.
Why not, then, jump to the 18-inch
gun, which would be as much superior
to the 16-inch as the latter is to the

14-inch? Because a host of new problems is now introduced. If the effect
of the shell jumps as the square of its
weight, so does the weight of the gun
itself, the mounting and the cylinders
that take up the recoil of firing. The
move from a 14-inch to a 16-inch gun
already requires the suppression of one
piece per turret, makes the twelve-gun
California into an eight-gun Colorado.
To put the caliber up again would
probably require the suppression of
another gun per turret and give us a
four-gmi ship. Artillery officers say
four-gun salvos have not "spread"
enough to permit effective rangingthat is, the four-gun, 18-inch ship
would miss many shots before being
able to find her target. Finally, the
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